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Abstract: In medical image processing, image denoising plays very vital role in all through the diagnose. Medical images are usually 
corrupted by random noise in its acquisition and Transmission. Removing noise from the original signal is still a Bottleneck problem for 
researchers. The main objective of Image denoising techniques is necessary to remove such noises while retaining as much as possible 
the important signal features. There have been various denoising techniques; each has its own assumptions, advantages, and 
limitations. In this paper, a new thresholding technique using wavelet has been presented alongwith the standard thresholding 
techniques like soft and hard thresholding. Magnetic resonance (MR) images are routinely used for medical diagnosis. Denoising of 
these images to enhance their quality & Clinical parameter for an active area of research. This paper presents the wavelet-based 
thresholding scheme image denoising and noise suppression in MRI images. The performance of denoising scheme is evaluated in 
terms of PSNR, MSE and MAE. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Estimating a signal that is corrupted by additive noise has 
been of interest to many researchers for practical as well as 
theoretical reasons. The purpose is to recover the original 
signal from the corrupted or noisy data. The main aim of 
Image denoising techniques is to recover signal to be as 
close as possible to the original signal, while retaining its 
most important features (e.g. smoothness) and quality as 
much as possible. Magnetic Resonance imaging is a widely 
used medical imaging procedure because it is economical, 
comparatively safe, transferable, and adaptable. Though, one 
of its main shortcomings is the poor quality of images, which 
are affected by random noise. Traditional denoising schemes 
are based on linear methods, where the most common choice 
is the Wiener filtering. Recently, nonlinear methods, 
especially those based on wavelets have become increasingly 
popular [1]. 
 
One of the earliest papers in the field of wavelet-based 
denoising may be that of Weaver, et. al. [1]. In this 
pioneering work, they proposed a new method for filtering 
noise from MR (Magnetic Resonance) images based on the 
so-called hard-thresholding scheme. They showed that by 
using wavelet-thresholding, the noise could be significantly 
reduced without reducing the edge sharpness [2]. While 
Weaver, et al. demonstrated the advantages of the wavelet 
denoising scheme mainly based on experimental results, 
Donoho and Johnstone proved several important 
theoretical,results on wavelet thresholding, or wavelet 
shrinkage [3][4]. They showed that wavelet shrinkage has 
many excellent properties, such as near optimality in 
minimax sense, and a better rate of convergence [3][4]. 
DeVore and Lucier have also arrived at the wavelet 
thresholding concept, starting from their independent work 
on variational problems [5]. In particular, they were 
interested in finding an approximation ˜ f to a given function 
f on a finite domain I that will balance the smoothes of the f 

& the closeness to the original function f. In order to find 
such f one tries to minimizes. 
  

(1) 
over all g where Y is a space that measures the smoothness 
of the approximations g [5]. 
 
Besides wavelet-thresholding, many other approaches have 
been suggested as well. For example, wavelet-based 
denoising using Hidden Markov Trees [6], which was 
initially proposed by Crouse, et. al. has been quite 
successful, and it gave rise to a number of other HMT-based 
schemes. They tried to model the dependencies among 
adjacent wavelet coefficients using the HMT, and used the 
minimum mean-squared error (MMSE)-like estimators for 
suppressing the noise. Even though much work has been 
done in the field of wavelet thresholding, most of it was 
focused on the statistical modeling of wavelet coefficients 
for a certain class of signals (e.g. natural images), and the 
optimal choice of the threshold values. In this paper, we 
propose a new thresholding function that can take the place 
of the traditional thresholding functions, such as soft 
thresholding and hard-thresholding. We will demonstrate 
that the custom thresholding function outperforms the 
traditional ones, improving the denoised results significantly. 
Simulation results are given where appropriate, which show 
the advantage of the proposed scheme. 
 
2. Discrete Wavelet Transform 
 
Recently there has been significant investigations in medical 
imaging area using the wavelet transform as a tool for 
improving medical images from noisy data. Wavelet 
denoising attempts to remove the noise present in the signal 
while preserving the signal characteristics, regardless of its 
frequency content. As the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) 
corresponds to basis decomposition, it provides a non 
redundant and unique representation of the signal. Several 
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properties of the wavelet transform, which make this 
representation attractive for denoising, are [7]. 
 
 Multiresolution - image details of different sizes are 

analyzed at the appropriate resolution scales 
 Sparsity - the majority of the wavelet coefficients are 

small in magnitude. 
 Edge detection - large wavelet coefficients coincide with 

image edges. 
 Edge clustering - the edge coefficients within each sub 

band tend to form spatially connected clusters 
 
During a two level of decomposition of an image using a 
scalar wavelet, the two-dimensional data is replaced with 
four blocks. These blocks correspond to the sub bands that 
represent either low pass filtering or high pass filtering in 
each direction. The procedure for wavelet decomposition 
consists of consecutive operations on rows and columns of 
the two-dimensional data. The wavelet transform first 
performs one step of the transform on all rows. This process 
yields a matrix where the left side contains down sampled 
low pass coefficients of each row, and the right side contains 
the high pass coefficients. Next, one step of decomposition is 
applied to all columns; this results in four types of 
coefficients, HH, HL, LH and LL. 
 

 
Figure 1: Two-Level Image decomposition by using DWT 

 
3. Introduction to Denosing 
 
De-noising plays a very important role in the field of the 
medical image pre-processing. It is often done before the 
image data is to be analyzed. Denoising is mainly used to 
remove the noise that is present and retains the significant 
information, regardless of the frequency contents of the 
signal. It is entirely different content and retains low 
frequency content. De-noising has to be performed to 
recover the useful information. In this process much 
attention is kept on, how well the edges are preserved and 
how much of the noise granularity has been removed [8] [9]. 
 
The main purpose of an image-denoising algorithm is to 
eliminate the unwanted noise level while preserving the 
important features of an image. In wavelet domain, the noise 
is uniformly spread throughout the coefficients while mostly 
the image information is concentrated in the few largest 
coefficients. The most important way of distinguishing 

information from noise in the wavelet domain consists of 
thresholding the wavelet coefficients. Mainly hard and soft 
thresholdings techniques are performed. 
 
4. Methodology 
 
The reduction of noise present in images is an important 
aspect of image processing. Denoising is a procedure to 
recover a signal that has been corrupted by noise. After 
discrete wavelet decomposition the resulting coefficients can 
be modified to eliminate undesirable signal components. To 
implement wavelet thresholding a wavelet shrinkage method 
for de-noising the image has been verified. The proposed 
algorithm to be used is summarized in Algorithm 1 and it 
consists of the following steps 
 
Algorithm 1: Wavelet image de-noising 
 
 Choice of a wavelet (e.g. Haar, symmlet, etc) and number 

of levels or scales for the decomposition. Computation of 
the forward wavelet transform of the noisy image.  

 Estimation of a threshold.  
 Choice of a shrinkage rule and application of the threshold 

to the detail coefficients 
 Application of the inverse transform (wavelet 

reconstruction) using the modified (threshold) coefficients.  
 

For better and easy understanding, a complete flowchart of 
the discussed methodology has been shown above. The main 
algorithm, followed in order to fulfill the aim of this thesis, 
is as follows: 
 
Step 1: 
Read Simulated and original standard image (MRI.jpg, 
BRAIN.tif). 
 
Step 2: 
Resize the loaded image to a standard size of 256 × 256. The 
images taken for test have a lot of variation in their sizes and 
hence cannot be compared on the same basis. For large sized 
images, such as 512× 512, the computation time for 
denoising is found to be more. And if the image size is taken 
smaller than 256× 256, then the useful data is liable to get 
lost. 
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5. Flow Diagram 
 

 
Figure 2: Flowcharts for Image Denoising Algorithm Using 
 
Wavelet Transform 
 
Step 3: 
Random Noise is added to the standard test images 
 
Step 4: 
Make the noisy image to undergo wavelet transform i.e. 
DWT. 
 
Step 5: 
Now select the desired Wavelet & Level. After that noisy 
image is decomposed into approximation and detail 
coefficients using wavelet transform. 
 
Step 6: 
Select the desired thresholding technique (Global, Level-
Dependent & Optimal).After the decomposed image 
coefficients are threshold using the above mentioned three 
thresholding technique, the denoised image is reconstructed 
using inverse wavelet transforms- IDWT. 
 

6. Thresholding Technique 
 
Thresholding is the simplest method of image denoising .In 
this from a gray scale image, thresholding can be used to 
create binary image. Thresholding is used to segment an 
image by setting all pixels whose intensity values are above 
a threshold to a foreground value and all the remaining 
pixels to a background value. Thresholding is mainly divided 
into two categories: 
 
A. Hard Thresholding : Hard threshold is a "keep or kill" 
procedure and is more intuitively appealing. The transfer 
function of the Hard thresholding is shown in the figure. 

Hard thresholding may seem to be natural. Sometimes pure 
noise coefficients may pass the hard threshold and this 
thresholding method is mainly used in medical image 
processing.[10][11]. 

 

Figure 3: Original and Hard thresholded signal 
 

B. Soft Thresholding : Soft threshold shrinks coefficients 
above the threshold in absolute value. The false 
structures in hard thresholding can be overcomed by soft 
thresholding. Now a days, wavelet based denoising 
methods have received a greater attention. Important 
features are characterized by large wavelet coefficient 
across scales in most of the timer scales.[10]  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 4: Original and Soft thresholded signal 
 

7. Selection of Thresholding Technique 
 
In the application of De-noising, the threshold level 
parameter T plays an essential role.Values too small cannot 
effectively get rid of noise component, while values too 
large will eliminate useful signal components. There are a 
variety of ways to determine the threshold value T as we will 
discuss in this section Depending on whether or not the 
threshold value T changes across wavelet scales and spatial 
locations, the thresholding can be: 
 
1. Global Threshold: The global threshold method derived 

by Donoho is given by Eq. (2) has a universal threshold: 
 

(2) 
Where N is the size of the coefficient arrays and σ2 is the 
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noise variance of the signal samples. 
 
2. Level Dependent Threshold: Level dependent 
thresholding method is done by using Eq. (3). 
 
Estimation of the noise standard deviation σk is done by 
using the robust median estimator in the highest sub-band of 
the wavelet transform 

(3) 
 

Where the scaled MAD noise estimator is computed by 

 (4) 
Where MAD is the median absolute deviation of the 
magnitudes of all the coefficients at the finest decomposition 
scale and ωi are the coefficients for each given sub-band, the 
factor 0.6745 in the denominator rescales the numerator so 
that σk is also a suitable estimator. The threshold estimation 
method is repeated for each sub-band separately, because the 
sub-bands exhibit significantly different characteristics. 
 
3. Optimal Threshold Estimation: Estimate the mean 
square error function to that compute the error of the output 
to minimize the function, the minimum MSE serves as a 
solution to the optimal threshold. A function of the threshold 
value which is minimized is defined in Eq. (5). 

 (5) 
If yλ is the output of the threshold algorithm with a threshold 
value λ and y is the vector of the clean signal, the remaining 
noise on this result equals eλ = yλ − y. As the notation 
indicates, the MSE is a function of the threshold value λ. 
Find the optimal value of λ that minimizes MSE (λ) and the 
convergence of the algorithm. 
 
Step 7: 
Then three parameters, PSNR (peak signal to noise ratio), 
MAE (mean absolute error) and MSE (mean square error) 
are calculated for all the standard images with their noisy 
and denoised counterparts, respectively. Hence, we get a 
good amount of comparison between the noisy and denoised 
images keeping the set standard image intact. 
 
Step 8: 
A usual way to de-noise is to find a processed image such 
that it minimizes mean square error MSE, MAE and 
increases the value of the PSNR. Hence depending upon the 
values of above three parameter, we conclude that which 
wavelet & Thresholding technique gives best denoised 
result. 
 
8. Performance Evaluation 
 
To get the measure of the wavelet performance, the 
experimental results are evaluated according to three error 
criteria namely, the mean square error (MSE), the mean 
absolute error (MAE) and the peak signal to noise ratio 

(PSNR). 
 
1. Peak signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR): PSNR measures the 
ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal and 
the power of corrupting noise that affects the quality and 
reliability of its representation. It defines the purity of the 
output signal. PSNR is calculated as follows: 

 (6) 

Where, MSE = Mean Squared Error, MAXI is the maximum 
possible pixel value of the image 
 
Mean Squared Error (MSE): Mean Square Error (MSE) 
function is commonly used because it has a simple mathematical 
structure that is easy to compute and it is differentiable implying 
that a minimum can be sought. 
 
The MSE is the difference between the original image and 
the denoised image. Given by 

    (7) 
3. Mean of absolute error (MAE) : Another criterion measure 
include: Mean of absolute error (MAE) which is given by 

(8) 
The goal of de-noising is to find an estimate image such that 
MAE is minimum. 
 
9. Results 
 
For our test experiments we have considered an additive noise 
with a uniform distribution which has been used to corrupt our 
simulated and real MR test image objects. Artificially adding 
noise to an image allows us to test and assess the performance of 
various wavelet functions. 
 
We used MATLAB to implement the de-noising algorithm. 
MATLAB has a wavelet toolbox and functions which are 
very convenient to do the DWT. A usual way to de-noise is 
to find a processed image such that it minimizes mean square 
error MSE, MAE and increases the value of the PSNR. 
 
We have done simulations with uniform random noise added 
to the MR image. An example of a noisy magnetic resonance 
image (MRI) which consists of 256X256 pixels is shown in 
Fig. 5. As can be seen in the background the image has been 
uniformly corrupted with additive noise. The de-noising 
techniques discussed in the previous section are applied to 
the noisy MR image to test the efficiency of the different 
threshold methods. 
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Figure 5 (a): Original image and (b) Noisy image 

 
For comparison of the five different wavelet functions, the 
quantitative de-noising results of the MRI images obtained 
by using global thresholding are shown in Table I and II 
respectively. The MSE, MAE, PSNR error criteria are the 
ones which have been used to assess the performance of 
the wavelet functions. Their numerical results are 
summarized in the tables. 

 
Table 1: Qualitative analysis (MRI image) – Gobal 

Thresholding For Level 1 
Type of Wavelet 

Level 1 
MSE MAE PSNR(db)

Haar 0.0089 0.0748 21.4544
db2 0.0082 0.0716 21.1694
db4 0.0082 0.0722 21.5369

sym2 0.0084 0.0722 21.2592
sym4 0.0084 0.0725 21.9326

bior1.1 0.0093 0.0761 21.3245
bior 1.3 0.0095 0.0770 20.7880

 
It is clear from the table I, for Global Thresholding 
technique; sym4 gives best result for level-1 . Its gives 
higher PSNR & lower MSE & MAE value.  
 
It is clear from the table II, for Global Thresholding 
technique; db4 performs well for level-2. Its gives higher 
PSNR & lower MSE & MAE value.  

 
Table 2 : Qualitative analysis (MRI image) – Gobal 

Thresholding For Level 2 
Type of Wavelet 

Level 2 
MSE MAE PSNR(db)

Haar 0.0130 0.0894 19.2090
db2 0.0117 0.0850 19.8857
db4 0.0119 0.0861 20.3062

sym2 0.0120 0.0867 20.0687
sym4 0.0116 0.0852 20.0149

bior1.1 0.0128 0.0886 18.7935
bior 1.3 0.0129 0.0888 19.3273

 
10. Conclusion and Future Scope 
 
The de-noising process consists of decomposing the image, 
thresholding the detail coefficients, and reconstructing the 
image. The decomposition procedure of the de-noising 
example is accomplished by using the DWT. Wavelet 
thresholding is an effective way of de-noising as shown by 
the experimental results obtained with the use of different 
types of wavelets. Thresholding methods implemented 
comprised of the level (sub- band) thresholding and optimal 

thresholding. More levels of decomposition can be 
performed; the more the levels chosen to decompose an 
image, the more detail coefficients we get. But for de-
noising the noisy MR data sets, two-level decomposition 
provided sufficient noise reduction 
 
In this paper we have presented the generalization of the 
DWT method for the 2-D case. The resulting algorithms 
have been used for the processing of noisy MR image. 
Experimental results have shown that despite the simplicity 
of the proposed de-noised algorithm it yields significantly 
better results both in terms of visual quality and mean square 
error values. Considering the simplicity of the proposed 
method, we believe these results are very encouraging for 
other forms of de-noising. The Biorthogonal wavelet 
(bior1.1) & Biorthogonal wavelet (bior1.3) gave the best 
results compared to other wavelets for both Simulated & 
MRI image respectively. Optimal thresholding gives better 
denoised result among the three thresholding technique. 
 
As the future perspective can be seen, the mentioned 
methods can be implemented that to look how it can be used 
on different images. With different spatial resolution, 
different behaviours of same image would be quite 
interesting. Since selection of the right denoising procedure 
plays a major role, it is important to experiment and compare 
the methods 
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